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Almost Enough

VERSE 1
G                     C       G
The church is small and falling down
G                   D
Just like all of the rest of the town
      G                 C             G
The mine s half broke and everybodyâ€˜s too poor
G                 D          G
To do anything but praise the Lord
      C             
For six days a week their lives are gloomy
G              
But you wouldn t know it sitting in that room
        C                              
They sing songs of joy and prosperity
     D                   
It s almost enough to make you believe

CHORUS
       G              C                G
Well it s almost enough to make you believe
G                              D
It s almost enough to make you believe
G            C        G
Blind faith is all you need
G                   D         G
It s almost enough to make you believe

VERSE 2
Well she turned eighteen in a juvenile home
Her mom is a drunk and her dad she s never known
She s worked twice as hard to stand half as tall
As all the spoiled brats who never knew they had it all                         
               
A mother to chase the monsters from her room
A father to keep her from growing up too soon
Now she s in college working on a degree
It s almost enough to make you believe

CHORUS 2
Well it s almost enough to make you believe



It s almost enough to make you believe
A flower can blossom from every bad seed
It s almost enough to make you believe

VERSE 3
Every day more and more casualties
The old man sniffs and turns off his TV
At the start of every day he raises a flag in his yard
At the start of every baseball game his hand s on his heart
He knows more about war than you and me
Lost some fingers and some friends on a beach in Normandy
Nothing gonna take his love for his country
It s almost enough to make you believe

CHORUS 3
Well it s almost enough to make you believe
It s almost enough to make you believe
Every war we fight is to keep us free
It s almost enough to make you believe

Well it s almost enough to make you believe
It s almost enough to make you believe
It s not enough for you and it s not enough for me
It s almost enough to make you believe


